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Case Report

Metastatic Alveolar Soft Part Sarcoma Responsive to Pazopanib after Progression through Sunitinib and Bevacizumab: Two Cases
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Abstract
Alveolar soft part sarcoma (ASPS) is a rare soft tissue sarcoma with a propensity for lung metastases and indolent progression. ASPS is not responsive to chemotherapy, but there are case reports and small series describing benefit from drugs targeting the VEGF pathway. These drugs include sunitinib, cediranib and bevacizumab. There is no established second-line treatment for persons with ASPS progressing through first-line targeted therapy. We report two individuals with metastatic ASPS who obtained disease stabilization from sunitinib lasting over a year. After subsequent progression through sunitinib and second-line bevacizumab, both individuals again had disease response and subsequent stabilization from pazopanib.

Background
Alveolar soft part sarcoma (ASPS) is a rare soft tissue sarcoma with a propensity for lung metastases and indolent progression [1]. ASPS is characterized by the der(17)t(X;17) (p11;q25) chromosomal translocation, which produces chimeric transcription factors that drive overexpression of genes involved in angiogenesis and metastasis [2]. Standard cytotoxic chemotherapy has a low response rate and no palliative benefit [3]. After a report by Stac-
chiotti et al. [4] describing responses and benefit associated with sunitinib treatment, this agent has become the first line for palliative treatment of metastatic ASPS. Sunitinib acts on several kinase targets and it is not known which ones are relevant for ASPS, but other agents also targeting VEGF are reportedly effective against ASPS; these are cediranib [5], a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKi) acting on VEGF receptors, and bevacizumab [6, 7], a monoclonal antibody binding VEGF.

Pazopanib is a TKi approved for the treatment of soft tissue sarcoma and renal cell carcinoma [8]. Pazopanib shares many tyrosine kinase targets with sunitinib, including those in the VEGF and PDGF pathways [9]. Here we report two individuals with metastatic ASPS whose tumors responded to pazopanib despite earlier progression through sunitinib and bevacizumab.

**Case 1**

A 31-year-old man noted an increasingly painful mass in his left calf. Imaging found a tumor together with lesions suspicious for metastases in the distal left tibia and the distal left femur. Biopsy revealed ASPS. Chest CT showed multiple lesions interpreted to be metastases. Brain MRI showed no lesions. He embarked on palliative treatment with sunitinib at 37.5 mg daily. Three months later, his lung lesions were stable but his leg tumor continued to grow and became more painful. Sunitinib was held and he received a palliative course of radiation to the leg (30 Gy/10 fractions). Within a month of completing radiation, his tumor ulcerated and became infected and foul smelling. We hoped that this might be related to acute radiation toxicity, but over the ensuing 3 months, his leg worsened. Nine months after presentation, he underwent below-the-knee amputation with pathology confirming ASPS as well as tibial metastases. Two months postoperatively, it was clear that the metastasis in his distal femur was compromising his recovery and he underwent a palliative intralesional resection and plate stabilization of this lesion. He has had no further trouble from his leg or other bones and now walks with a prosthesis.

Chest imaging done 1 year after presentation described slow growth of pulmonary nodules as compared to prior imaging. It was thought this progression might be due to the several interruptions of sunitinib for surgery and radiation, but despite staying on sunitinib over the ensuing 16 months, the lung metastases continued to slowly grow. Sunitinib was discontinued and bevacizumab 10 mg/kg/14 days begun. Chest imaging 2 and again 5 months later described progression (fig. 1).

Bevacizumab was stopped, and 2 years after his initial presentation, he began pazopanib at 800 mg daily. This was complicated by hypertension controlled with labetalol, diarrhea necessitating dose reduction to 600 mg, and hypopigmentation, which made him ‘look like Santa Claus’. Imaging 2 months after pazopanib initiation showed a clear response of his many lung lesions followed by stability on subsequent CT scans. Ten months after initiation, he continues on pazopanib with stable disease and good quality of life.

**Case 2**

A 26-year-old woman noted pain and swelling in her proximal right arm. Imaging revealed a mass in the posterior compartment of the arm as well as innumerable lung lesions consistent with metastases. MRI showed no brain lesions. Biopsy revealed ASPS and she began sunitinib at 37.5 mg daily. Toxicity included hand-foot syndrome (ultimately requiring dose reduction to 25 mg daily), but imaging showed both primary tumor and metastases to have decreased in size on imaging 3 months after initiation. She continued on sunitinib for the ensuing 33 months with stable disease on imaging. At 33 months, because of worsening
neuropathic arm pain, sunitinib was held and palliative radiation (50 Gy/20 fractions) to the arm was administered, with sunitinib resumed afterwards. Arm pain and swelling initially worsened over several months before finally improving above baseline.

Following the treatment break for radiation, imaging showed lung nodules to have grown slightly. It was hoped that this was due to interruption of treatment, but over the ensuing year, the lung metastases continued to grow despite ongoing sunitinib. Forty-seven months from her initial presentation, sunitinib was discontinued and she began bevacizumab 7.5 mg/m²/14 days. With this, she enjoyed a decrease in swelling in her right arm and consequent improvement in strength; we had not realized that sunitinib had been worsening the edema in her arm. CT of the chest 2 months later confirmed continuing progression and bevacizumab was discontinued. She embarked on cyclophosphamide and sirolimus, but tolerated this for only 2 months before discontinuing for worsened fatigue, anxiety, and shortness of breath.

Imaging confirmed progression of lung nodules, and 53 months after her initial presentation, she began pazopanib at 800 mg daily. This proved difficult to tolerate. She was admitted to the hospital for hypoxia and found to have a pulmonary embolism, which in retrospect was probably responsible for her earlier clinical decline. She began low-molecular-weight heparin, and with this, her dyspnea improved over the subsequent weeks. After 4 days off, she resumed pazopanib at 400 mg daily. Imaging 2 months later showed response in most lung nodules and subsequent follow-up imaging shows stable disease (fig. 2). At the time of this writing, she has been on pazopanib for 8 months with stable metastatic disease in the lung and improvement in arm pain. Her arm edema has not recurred.

**Discussion**

Pazopanib produced disease responses and subsequent stability in our two patients with ASPS. Activity of pazopanib against ASPS has been reported previously. Two participants with ASPS in a pediatric phase 1 of pazopanib were reported to have stable disease on treatment [10]. The poster presentation of an abstract by Dembla et al. [11] (though not the abstract) described a clinical response of lung metastases in a study participant with ASPS receiving pazopanib. An EORTC retrospective of the PALETTE study noted an individual with ASPS was among the 3.5% of study participants who stayed on pazopanib for over 2 years [12]. It is not surprising that pazopanib would have activity against a tumor type known to be sensitive to sunitinib, given the similar targets of the two TKi drugs. It is a little more surprising that one drug would be effective when a similar drug had failed. There is, however, considerable precedent for sequencing small-molecule drugs in the treatment of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), a more common cancer which, like ASPS, does not respond to cytotoxic chemotherapy.

Treatment principles established for RCC could guide the treatment of ASPS. A clinical trial described a 75% disease control rate with pazopanib in persons with RCC progressing through sunitinib or bevacizumab [13]. Presumably, induced resistance to one drug can be sidestepped or negated by the different spectrum of action of the subsequent drug [14].

If ASPS and RCC share sensitivity and resistance mechanisms to TKis, the RCC playbook offers a possible salvage treatment for the future date when our two patients progress through pazopanib. Lenvatinib is a TKi with a spectrum of action similar to pazopanib and this year was approved by the FDA in combination with the mTORi everolimus for the salvage treatment of RCC previously treated with an anti-VEGF TKi. A phase 3 study showed
that compared to either drug alone, the lenvatinib-everolimus combination significantly improved survival for study participants [15]. Many of these study participants had prior treatment with pazopanib or sunitinib. It is interesting to speculate about whether salvage treatment with lenvatinib and everolimus is worth exploring not just for pazopanib-responsive ASPS, but for pazopanib-responsive sarcoma in general.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of left images shows growth of the largest lung metastasis between March and August 2015 while on bevacizumab. On pazopanib, this lesion (and others) stopped growing or decreased in size between August 2015 and August 2016.

Fig. 2. After 2 months of pazopanib, the response of metastatic lesions in the lungs is obvious.